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Abstract
Despite clear unambiguous rules and guidelines from all the major classification societies and other industry
bodies, failure of thruster systems continues to be a significate causal factor in DP loss of position incidents.
Review of incidents reports confirm that thrusters are failing in ways that are prohibited by the rules.
Established mitigations are not effective leading to the conclusion that there is a gap in the validation and
verification process.
The DP committee of the Marine Technology Society Recently Published a Learning from Incident
(LFI)_on a DP loss of position incident involving a Diving Support Vessel which occurred when a large
controllable pitch propeller failed to full ahead causing a 70m drive off. By good fortune, the drive off
occurred just before diving operations commenced and there were no consequences beyond the time lost to
restoring confidence in the fail-safe condition of the thrusters.
This paper provides an overview of the LFI and analyses the issue of DP loss of position incidents caused
by ‘unwanted thrust’ though the lens of Design, Operations, People and Process.
In particular:
• Lessons learned from a long history of DP drive offs associated with unwanted thrust
• What could be done better in mitigating the risks of DP drives offs from unwanted thrust
• The need for greater transparency in the validation and verification process
• The challenges for those charged with proving the fail-safe condition of thrusters.

Introduction
Changes in regulations or requirements are usually brought about by incidents which have resulted in loss
of life, loss of assets or significant impacts to the environment. The DP Community has been given a gift
in the form of a Learning from an Incident shared through the MTS DP Committee, by a responsible Vessel
Technical Operator (VTO) who had experienced a drive off on a DP dive support vessel. Fortunately, there
were no consequences with this loss of position incident as the divers had not yet been deployed. The high
potential consequences of the incident were recognized by the VTO and the incident was investigated in a
manner that was befitting a high potential consequence incident. The VTO investigated the incident
utilizing the MTS DP Committee Techop on Incident Investigation and the result was disseminated through
the MTS DP Committee LFI No 2017-03.
The LFI identified the following as the short/medium term and long term actions.
Short Term Remedial Actions
•
•
•
•

Verify DP operator familiarity with procedures and response capability to identify and address
unwanted thrust through documented drills and exercises.
Seek ways to relieve the cognitive burden on the DPO.
Place additional emphasis on awareness of this issue through ASOGs, vessel specific procedures
and Master’s standing orders etc.
Develop verification and validation process for addressing configurable settings and performance
of equipment. (Appendix to LFI 2017-03)

Medium Term Remedial Actions
•

Engage with manufacturers, DP FMEA providers and classification societies to ascertain and
establish that verification and validation processes are adequate to satisfy requirements to prove
the fail-safe condition of thrusters.
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Long Term Remedial Actions
•

Engage with relevant stakeholder to seek ways to eliminate this hazard (unwanted thrust) by design.

This paper provides an overview of the application of this LFI and the actions taken to address ‘unwanted
thrust’ though the lens of Design, Operations, People and Process. In particular, it provides insights into the
management of this issue and the steps taken to address the long term actions identified in the LFI i.e.
eliminating the hazard by design.

Application of the LFI
Drive offs are relatively rare events but can be one of the most challenging failure conditions to recover
from when they occur as is evident from the LFI. A look back into known and reported incidents was
initiated by the Marine Risk team as the function accountable to support the Shell Group Businesses on DP
related issues.
The look back revealed that similar issues related to unwanted thrust had been experienced, albeit on vessels
engaged in logistics support function. The issues had occurred when the vessels were outside the 500m
zone. However, it was recognized that the consequences of manifestation of such issues when within the
500m zone of assets would be unacceptable. It became apparent that action was needed forthwith. Shell
initiated a program to apply the LFI within their business with DP DSVs as the priority followed by a
phased approach to other vessels. Addendum to the LFI (2017-3 (Example Verification Activities for Fail
Safe Condition of Thrusters) was implemented as a requirement for all vessels undertaking DP activities
for Shell under the requirements of the Shell Standards for DP (DP DEP).
Fundamental to the management of this issues was:
• Recognize weakness of relying on effective operator intervention
• Early identification of vessels susceptible to such failure modes
• Categorizing such vessels as Type 1 vessels.
o Categorize other vessels as Type 2
o Identify if such Type 2 vessels had vulnerabilities that would make them susceptible to loss
of position (e.g. cross connections, non-validated performance characteristics, fault ride
through capability etc. – Referred to as ‘Other Risks’ in Figure 1)
o Further categorize Type 2 vessels as Type 2 (unresolved) if issues could not be resolved or
credible mitigations could not be implemented.
• Notification of Category of vessels to the Diving Center of Excellence (See example of notification
in Appendix)
• Diving Center of Excellence would make determination of deployment of vessels
o Type 1 or Type 2 (unresolved)
 Seek alternate candidate vessels without vulnerabilities to undertake mission
 If compelling reasons existed to only use the identified Type 1 or Type
2(unresolved) vessels, then curtail service to only those activities that had a
credible and implementable contingency plan (e.g. no confined space diving or
diving within anchor patters for Type 1 or Type 2 (unresolved vessels)
o Type 2 vessels permitted to undertake unrestricted service.
In addition to the above, an acknowledgement of the importance of appropriate classification of incidents
and high potential near misses with regards to actual consequences and potential consequences.

Identification and Categorization of DP DSVs as Type 1 or Type 2
Figure 1 shows the path followed to categorize subject vessels as Type I, Type II or Type II (unresolved)
and provide advice to the Diving Centre of Excellence (DCOE) on how that vessel should be used.
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Phased Approach
The approach currently applied to DP DSVs will be adapted and applied to all DP vessels. Phasing on will
be on the following priority:
• Close proximity operations to surface facilities.
• Intervention vessels interfacing with subsea assets
• MODUs
• ALL DP Vessels.
Categorization of vessels for the phased approach utilizes the ranking of High Risk, Medium Risk, and Low
Risk based on the propulsion configuration and likely failure modes as shown in Figure 2 to Figure 5 below.
.
ME
CPP

ME
CPP

HIGH RISK

Figure 2

DP Vessel with CPPs for Main Propulsion (Surge) and Tunnel Thrusters for Sway and Yaw

CPP / FPP

CPP / FPP

MEDIUM RISK

Figure 3

Azimuth Thrusters for Main Propulsion – Combination of Azimuthing and Tunnel Thrusters for Sway
and Yaw
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CPP / FPP

CPP / FPP

CPP / FPP
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Figure 4

Additional Thrusters Capable of Countering Unwanted Thrust

CPP / FPP

CPP / FPP

CPP / FPP

CPP / FPP

CPP / FPP

CPP / FPP

LOW RISK

Figure 5

All Azimuthing Thrusters

Addressing the Hazard by Design
The medium and long term actions identified in the LFI on dealing with unwanted thrust were followed
through with engagements with the identified stakeholders. A recurring theme from these engagements
was that the progress made on predictable performance in other aspects of the DP systems such as Power
generation and distribution, position reference sensors, sensors and their handling by the DP control systems
was not replicated in the realm of propulsion equipment. The progress made in the aforementioned areas
were attributed to an enhanced understanding of the attributes of performance, protection and detection,
effective verification and validation, non-reliance on operator intervention and leveraging of developments
in technology/modeling techniques. The engagement has resulted in the development of a functional
specification for an independent protective function not relying on operator intervention to address
unwanted thrust. The independent protective function is based on the principles espoused in [1] a paper on
Independent Performance Validation for Robust and Resilient DP systems presented at the MTS DP
Conference in 2017. The draft functional specification is embedded in Appendix.
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Incident and Near Miss Investigation - A Mind Set Towards Learning!
Expectations have been set for us as an industry, that we should investigate incidents and near misses with
the objective of gleaning learnings from them. The value of such processes can be exponential if such
investigations and follow through are approached with the right mind set,
The follow through with incidents and the level of engagement/oversight of management at different levels
of an Organization is usually dictated by the consequences (either actual or potential). There is the potential
for subjectivity to be introduced during the classification of near misses in terms of the potential
consequences. It is imperative that a mindset be encouraged and developed to not succumb to the
temptation of low grading the potential consequences for near misses. Such low grading could result in
lost opportunities to effectively address and avoid incidents which could result in high consequences (actual
or potential).
A case in point with this particular incident was the fact that the divers were not in the water when this loss
of position incident occurred. Viewed through the opaque lens of what was happening at that particular
instant (i.e. no divers in the water) it could have been concluded that this was an incident with no
consequences. However, it was recognized that ten minutes later the divers would have been deployed and
if the incident had occurred then the actual consequences would have been significantly different. There
was also recognition that the potential failure mode and subsequent consequences did exist. The potential
for a loss of position was this real and needed to be addressed. A conscious decision was made to classify
the near miss as one with the potential to result in high consequence and was followed through in a manner
befitting such a classification.
One key learning arising from this incident was to view near misses more objectively. For example, if
timing was the only factor that resulted in a lower consequence, this was discounted and incidents were to
be classified on the premise of the higher consequence and addressed appropriately.

Conclusions
The following conclusions are arrived at from the application of the LFI:
•
•
•
•
•

•

The reliance on operator intervention to address the issue of unwanted thrust is fraught with
uncertainty and could lead to unacceptable consequences.
Fail safe intent of the rules for propulsion systems on DP vessels must be enforced rigidly through
effective verification and validation.
Fail Safe for propulsion on DP vessels should be fail to zero as a default unless it can be proved
that fail as set is safer for the whole spectrum of failure modes.
The principles of IPV should be leveraged by design to address the hazard of unwanted thrust,
Requirements for the Independent Protective Function against unwanted thrust should be endorsed
by all stakeholders (Class, Charterers. Propulsion Equipment Manufacturers, DPCS Original
Equipment Manufacturers, Vendors of Independent Protective Function Systems, Independent 3P
assurance providers, etc.)
An objective view must be adopted in the understanding of the consequences and subsequent
classification of ‘Near Misses’.
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Appendix

IDENTIFICATION AS DP DSV TYPE 1 AND OR TYPE 2 VESSEL WITH POTENTIAL
VULNERABILITIES THAT NEED RESOLUTION) (dated 7 Feb 2018)
FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION FOR PROTECTIVE FUNCTION
MTS DP COMMITTEE - FAIL SAFE OF THRUSTERS - FINAL12201709
INCLUDING LFI NO-2017-3 AND ADDENDUM (dated 3rd July 2018)
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DATE:

07 FEB 2018

MRT REF:

PROJECT:

GENERAL

BUSINESS:

MRT_DPDSV_DCOE
NOTIFICATION-(DATE)
GROUP

ATTN:

PTE DIVING/BUSINESS FOCAL POINT (INSERT NAMES)

FROM:

Suman Muddusetti

SUBJECT:

CHECKED:

N/A

DP DSV (INSERT NAME) - IDENTIFICATION AS DP DSV TYPE 1 AND OR TYPE
2 VESSEL WITH POTENTIAL VULNERABILITIES THAT NEED RESOLUTION

BACKGROUND
Learning from a significant High Potential near miss with a DP DSV has been incorporated into
assurance process currently being undertaken by the Marine Risk team. One of the actions
arising out of the follow through with the investigation was the commitment to notify DCOE and
the Business Focal Point of identification of a vessel as a Type 1 DP DSV.
TYPE 1 DP DSVs are those that have a potential vulnerability for a rapid loss of position due to
specific configurations of the propulsion system. TYPE 1 DSVs rely on operator intervention as
a barrier to prevent the consequences of certain failure modes. Learning from incidents have
concluded that such reliance on operator intervention alone is not a dependable barrier. Additional
focus will be required on the management of station keeping risks as well as planning for the
conduct of the diving operations.
While not common, in some cases DP DSVs identified as TYPE 2 may also need additional focus
to resolve identified vulnerabilities.
Notification will be made to the DCOE and business focal point immediately If a vessel has been
identified as a TYPE 1 vessel or a TYPE 2 vessel with vulnerabilities that need resolution.
It is understood that if a TYPE 1 vessel and or a TYPE 2 Vessel that has not been able to
satisfactorily resolve identified vulnerabilities cannot be substituted with a suitable alternate
vessel, will result in significant impacts to the business/project. Examples of some such impacts
are:
• Additional tasks associated with the assurance activities
• Potential for precluding the conduct of certain diving activities (e.g. confined space
diving) and/or development of additional mitigations/responses to a loss of position.
• Potential for cost increases (assurance tasks, non-productive time etc.)
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STATEMENT

Please be advised that the DP DSV has been identified as a (TYPE1/TYPE 2 With need for
Resolution)
Notification is being made as part of the agreed protocols.
TYPE 2 (WITH NEED FOR RESOLUTION)
The following are the vulnerabilities identified on this TYPE 2 Vessel.
S. No

Issue

Potential Impacts

Remarks

The undersigned or designate is available for further discussions as needed. Please keep us
advised of the path forward that you would like us to pursue. Your prompt action on providing the
steer to the Marine Risk Team is greatly appreciated.

Suman Muddusetti
Marine Risk Team Lead
Projects and Technology (PTP(D))
Shell International Exploration and Production Inc.
150 North Dairy Ashford, Houston, Texas 77079-1197, USA
Tel: +1 832-337-6278 Fax: +1 713-423-0679 Cell Phone +1-281-224-5393
Email: suman.muddusetti@shell.com
Room No Wck Building D- 8th Floor “Dynamic Desker”
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3rd July 2018

DATE:
PROJECT:

MRT REF:
BUSINESS:

ATTN:
FROM:
SUBJECT:

Suman Muddusetti

CHECKED:

Prevention of Unwanted Thrust – Functional Specification for Protective
Function (Updated with comments received)

INTRODUCTION
This technical note provides the functional requirements for a protective function intended to
prevent faulty thrusters developing unwanted thrust in magnitude and/or direction. It is
emphasised that this is a function specification. Alternate methods that achieve the intent are
permissible provided effective means of verification and validation, including substantiating
documentation, are submitted.

BACKGROUND
IMO, classification societies and industry bodies all have clear requirements that individual
thrusters should fail safe as follows:
• IMO MSC 645 Section 3.3.4 ‘Failure of thruster system including pitch, azimuth or speed
control, should not make the thruster rotate or go to uncontrolled full pitch and speed’.
• IMO MSC 1580 Section 3.3.5 ‘Failure of a thruster system including pitch, azimuth and/or
speed control, should not cause an increase in thrust magnitude or change in thrust
direction.’
• ABS Guide for Dynamic Positioning Systems. Feb 2016, Section 4, Thruster System, Part 3
Thruster Capacity, ‘a single fault in the thruster system, including pitch, azimuth or speed
control, is not to result in unintended operation of pitch, speed and direction.’
• DNVGL-RU-SHIP July 2017, Part 6, Chapter 3, Section 1, 7.3.3, ‘A single failure in the
thruster control system should neither cause significant increase in thrust output nor make
the thruster rotate.’

NOTE:
1. The most recent rule references have been provided above but the same requirements date
back to at least 1994 in IMO MSC 645. The DP incident history suggests these requirements
are not being satisfied by current industry practice.
2. IMO MSC 1580 language is an improvement over IMO MSC 645.
3. Main propellers operating in DP are considered to be thrusters.
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Despite the above requirements, incidents experienced in the industry reveal a failure to enforce
the requirements thus failing to achieve the intent. There is lack of a common understanding of
the issues. Incidents being experienced in industry continue to demonstrate the inefficacy of
current industry practices. Reference is made to the LFI attached in Appendix A as an example.
Such incidents have resulted in consequences which have caused them to be assessed as ‘high
potential’.
NOTE:
• Operator intervention and Emergency Stops have been often offered as mitigations. Incidents
have proven that operator intervention is not an effective or dependable barrier.
• This is not intended to negate the need for emergency stops or prevent proactive operator
intervention.
• Conventional methods of mitigation, verification and validation (example wire-break tests, loop
monitoring etc of feedback loops) whilst reducing some loss of position incidents, have not
succeeded in eliminating them. This has been attributed to limiting the tests to wire break and
loop monitoring of feedback loops and not extending the tests to the entire control system.
• Note: Wire break tests are often conducted without the full appreciation of the objective i.e.
it is meant to test a protective function or detect a hidden failure. Wire beak tests are not
effective in uncovering all failure modes.
• The test may reveal hidden failures (example internal leaks in hydraulic systems)
• Lack of an unexpected or unpredicted outcome provides a false sense of security about the
fail-safe condition of the thruster.
• The test does not reveal the lack of a protective function
• It is acknowledged that there are tests that could be done to demonstrate the lack of a
protective function but these are seldom executed in practice (example manually
operating the pitch or azimuth solenoid valves to force uncontrolled changes in thrust
magnitude or direction)
• It is acknowledged that vendors have implemented some mitigations. However, such
mitigations, while seeming to satisfy current verification and validations practices do not
achieve the objective of demonstrating that the thuster is fail-safe from a DP perspective.

It is acknowledged that the consequences of such failures are more severe on vessels with
propulsion configurations where thrust in the Surge Axis (for DP and Transit) is provided by
Controllable Pitch Propellers. There have been numerous such incidents reported in industry on
vessels with shaft driven main propellers.
NOTE:
• The DP shuttle tanker segment of the industry has provided mitigations in the form of ‘Zero
Pitch’ systems. Due consideration is warranted to evaluate adaptability to address the issue of
unwanted thrust.
• There are no technical reasons why similar mitigations cannot be designed and applied to
vessels in the offshore and other industry segments.
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INTENT
This functional spec has been developed to require independent protective functions in thrusters
to achieve the intent of IMO MSC 1580 / 645.
It is acknowledged that the failure modes of such functionality could result in the loss of a single
thruster. Such an outcome is acceptable as long as it does not exceed the Worst-Case Failure.

DESIGN
Thrusters will be fitted with individual, independent, automatic, autonomous and robust protective
functions which will generate warning alarms and, if necessary, shut down a thruster if the thruster
develops significant amounts of unwanted thrust in magnitude and/or direction when operating on
DP.
NOTE:
1. Means shall be provided to disable the protective function to comply with requirements when
the vessel is not operating on DP. The fact that it has been inhibited will be clearly visible to
the DPO at the main DP station and recorded in the vessel’s alarm and monitoring system.
The fact that it is inhibited from tripping should not inhibit the alarms that indicate the thuster is
not following command.
2. This functional specification is limited to addressing unwanted thrust. It is not intended to be
applied to automatic blackout recovery systems or thrusters with fault ride through strategies
to address power plant disturbances. Protective functions developed as mitigations to address
unwanted thrust should not compromise or falsely trigger automatic blackout recovery systems
or fault ride-through strategies in any way. Similarly, automatic blackout recovery systems or
fault ride-through strategies should not compromise protective function for unwanted thrust.
This should be verifiable through appropriate testing.
The protective functions shall achieve the following:
•

Shall not be dependent upon operator interventions.

•

Design of the protective function shall incorporate the ‘build-to-test’ philosophy and built-in
test equipment functionality.

•

Meet applicable classification society / statutory requirements.
NOTE:
1. The build to test philosophy is intended to ensure that essential attributes and
protective functions can be proven by realistic testing. Equipment should be designed
to accommodate, without detrimental effects, whatever stress is required to prove the
efficacy of functionality by testing.
2. The above should facilitate carrying out essential tests without the fear of equipment
damage.

•

Each thruster shall have its own individual protective function which is independent of those
for other thrusters.

•

The protective function will be autonomous in so far as it will have all the necessary sensor
and computing capability to carry out its function and not rely on external centralised control.
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NOTE:
1.

2.

This does not preclude the protective function utilising control signals from other
systems provided that it can be documented and demonstrated that such utilisation
does not result in unacceptable failure effects, including common cause / mode
failures. (Example – Monitoring of serial communications can only be a passive
‘listening’ and not able to broadcast or otherwise interrupt control under normal
operation and failure modes. Hardwired monitoring of control signals will not increase
noise or influence the original signal etc.)
Some designs have backup control functions activated upon failure of the main control
function. Where thrusters have a backup control function intended to take over from
the main function on failure of the main function it is acceptable to allow time for the
backup-control function to take control providing that, to do so, does not violate any
other part of this specification. It is permissible for the protective function to be part of
the back-up control system provided:
▪ The backup controls system is completely independent of the main control
system.
▪ The protective function is not inhibited by the backup control system – means to
effectively validate the aforementioned requirement is part of the design.

3.

The design of the protection system’s interface circuits should be such that operation
or failure of these circuits will not fail the thruster. (Example – galvanic isolation, high
impedance sensors, etc.).

•

The actuation of a protective function resulting in a shutdown shall be clearly and
unambiguously indicated at all control stations (Example, DP, PMS, VMS and manual
thuster controls).

•

It is expected that the functionality of the protective function shall be based on a
mathematical model of the thruster. Transparency on modelling techniques is to be
provided to assist verification and validation. Alternate methods, if proposed, shall have at
least equivalent robustness of model based techniques.
•

•

It is anticipated that embedded mathematical models of the thuster will be used to
confirm whether it is healthy or not and that the model will be able to produce
accurate real time representations of expected thruster performance for all static
and dynamic conditions.
The model may include such features as are required to meet the intent of this
specification and may include, but are not limited to:
▪ Hydrodynamic effects
▪ Hydraulic system

▪ Mechanical system
▪ Electrical systems
▪ Control systems
•

The protective function will stop the thruster before the deviation from the wanted thrust
magnitude and/ or direction reaches levels that could cause a loss of position and / or
heading.
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NOTE:
This is not to be interpreted as implying that it is acceptable for position to be maintained
by healthy thusters acting to counteract the effect of the faulty one. The use of modelling
to confirm that the thuster will be deactivated in time to prevent loss of position in defined
environmental conditions shall be considered. Where limits are defined, they should be
easily verifiable such as percentage pitch or thrust for example.
•

The magnitude of unwanted thrust or deviation from desired thrust direction to trigger
alarms and shutdown shall be determined by suitable calculations, modelled data for
healthy system and validated by a comprehensive test program. Stability of the protective
function in dynamic conditions must be ensured (no unwanted shutdown).

•

The design of the protective function must not introduce potential common mode or
common cause failures with other thrusters including the effects of extreme environment /
weather / loop currents etc.
Example - The protective function should be robust and not susceptible to spurious
operation in extreme environmental conditions where wave drift forces move the vessel
and DP thrusters provide full force to recover.
• Example – Overspeed of one more thrusters due to ‘ventilation’ (thruster coming out of
the water due to vessel motion).
• Example – Erroneous thrust allocation by the DP system must not be interpreted as a
fault on multiple thrusters:
•

▪ It is expected that protection strategies depending solely on rate-of-change
techniques will be challenged to meet the above functionality.
▪ Example – Vessels have been forced off position due to unwarranted conservatism
imposed by multiple stakeholders (example thruster vendor, DPCS vendor, drive
manufacturers and vessel management teams etc) all imposing thrust safety margins.
•

Suitable techniques will be used to ensure the decision-making (example cause and effects)
process that issues alarms and shuts down the thruster is robust and not prone to causing
spurious alarms or shutdowns.

•

The protective function should alarm, but not trip, a thruster that is providing less thrust
than demanded. The protective function should only trip a thruster if it is producing
significant amounts of excess thrust or thrust in a significantly wrong direction.

•

The design of the protective function should consider, and be resilient to, the effects of
mis-calibration, maintenance or drifting of sensors.

•

The design of the protection against unwanted thrust in the wrong direction will consider
and be resilient to the effects of changes in steering speed or pitch control associated with
a reduced number of steering or pitch pumps caused by loss of a part of the power
distribution system or other causes.

•

The protective function will have sufficient internal diagnostics and test features to allow it
to reliably indicate when the protective function itself is faulty.

•

The independent protective function shall have comprehensive internal data logging
functions that facilitates post event analysis.

•

The protective function will have its own transducers and not share these with the DP or
thruster control systems (Good engineering practice is not to combine control, protection
and monitoring functions).
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NOTE:
1.
2.

3.
4.

Transducers will be separated to the maximum practical extent including the use of
independent mechanical drives.
This does not preclude the protective function utilising control signals from other
systems provided that it can be documented and demonstrated that such utilisation
does not result in unacceptable failure effects, including common cause / mode
failures.
Clarification should be sought if there is any doubt about how to achieve this as an
engineering principle including independency vs. redundancy requirements for example.
If such separation cannot be achieved the design should be subject to a
comprehensive systems’ engineering analysis to identify the consequences and have
effective mitigations which are not wholly dependent on operator intervention.

•

The protective function will use multiple sources of data to determine thruster behaviour.
Comparison of command and feedback alone is not likely to be sufficient to meet the intent
of this specification.

•

The protective function will not cause alarms or shut down the thruster in response to valid
thruster orders by external systems to reduce thrust such as PMS phase-back or motor
overload protection. Any such systems will advise the DP control system that they are
acting to change the thruster set point.

•

Protective functions with strategies to shut down prime movers shall assess impacts using
a Systems Engineering approach and minimise loss of functionality / capability of other
equipment.
For example, where the prime mover for the thuster also drives a shaft generator used
to power other thusters or essential systems. For such systems, the reduction gear should
be arranged so that it is possible to declutch the main propeller without stopping the engine
and thrusters.
• Such functions must be assessed for unwanted risks and potentially be implemented in a
separate system. In general, such issues should be designed out of the system on a system
level.
•

•

Thrusters which have been tripped by the protective function should not be locked out from
restart and should be available to be restarted by all provided starting methods. The design
of the protective functions should consider the effects of, and be resilient to, (not cause
spurious shutdowns) power plant disturbances such as voltage and frequency excursions
and blackouts.

•

Change of control mode from DP to manual and / or IJS (for example) will not cause
spurious tripping of the protective function.

The above requirements are equally applicable to rudders when used in conjunction with
propulsion to provide thrust. This requirement and specification assumes that the vessel is
designed in such a way that it can maintain position and heading with one propeller & rudder
group producing no thrust, i.e. it must be possible to stop the associated propeller and maintain
position and heading. When rudders are not in use there should be monitoring that the rudders
remain in the mid-ships position.
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VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION
A Systems Engineering approach shall be applied and documented (Example FMEA and Proving
Trials) in the development of the protective function.
•

Any dependencies with other parts of the DP system that are introduced to provide
advantages must be clearly identified and fail to a safe condition.

•

Analysis should be comprehensive and accompanied by a robust verification and validation
program.
NOTE:
1. Analysis is deemed to be comprehensive when it covers all aspects of design and intended
functionality.
2. The conclusions arrived at from the analysis shall be transparent
3. The basis of the conclusion and transparency are clearly articulated and independently
verifiable.
4. Analysis and conclusions shall support the objectives of the testing required to satisfy
verification and validation activities.

•

Testing and analysis should consider a comprehensive range of all relevant failure modes
including benign, aggressive and hidden failure modes. The failure mode identification should
incorporate ‘build to test’ and ‘built in test capability’ requirements.
▪ Benign failure modes are often characterised by failure to some inactive state. For
example, cessation of a function, failure to zero speed or power. Failure to logic low.
▪ An aggressive failure mode is one where the item fails in an active way e.g. to full speed
or power or to logic high.
▪ A hidden failure mode is one which may cause an unacceptable failure effect if a second
fault occurs when the hidden failure is present. Means to reveal such hidden failures
should be part of the design and may include alarms, diagnostics and test procedures.
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LEARNINGS FROM INCIDENT
LFI NO – 2017-3

12/
2017

Diving Vessel Drive-off - Propeller Failure to Full Pitch
Target audience for this LFI


Vessel Management and Operations Teams on DP Vessels



DP Technical Support Function of Vessel Owners/Contractors



DP Assurance Teams of Operators/Charterers



Vessel Designers, DP Equipment Vendors,



FMEA Providers



Classification Society DP Approval Authorities

What happened?
A significant loss of position event was experienced. (Position excursion of around 70 metres in
approximately 74 seconds). The potential consequences triggered an incident investigation using
the guidance and tools provided by the MTS Techop on DP Incident Investigation.
TECHOP_GEN_03 (Conducting Effective and Comprehensive DP Incident Investigations)

Vessel Particulars




DP Class 2 - Mono-hull diving support vessel
Main propulsion provided by engine driven Controllable Pitch Propellers (CPP)
Electric tunnel thrusters driven by shaft generators

Events
At the time of the failure, the vessel was taking stores from a small harbour boat and preparing to
commence diving operations. The vessel was operating on DP and in accordance with the ASOG.









The vessel was observed to drive off position in the ahead direction
The port propeller pitch indicator was observed to be at full pitch ahead
Black smoke was observed from the funnel
A ’Port Pitch Prediction Error Alarm’ was enunciated on the DP control system
The Port CPP Fault Indication Light illuminated in the ECR and on the bridge.
A position excursion of 70m was experienced
The Senior DPO selected manual control mode.
The Master of the vessel used the emergency stop to shut down the port main engine
approximately 74s after the port pitch alarm was activated.

MTS DP COMMITTEE THANKS THE SUBMITTER OF THIS LFI ON BEHALF OF THE DP
COMMUNITY. LFIs ARE PUBLISHED ON THE MTS DP COMMITTEE WEBSITE TO PROMULGATE
LEARNINGS FROM INCIDENTS WITH A VIEW TO ENABLE PROACTIVE MANAGEMENT OF SUCH
VULNERABILITIES AND MINIMIZE POTENTIAL FOR DP LOSS OF POSITION INCIDENTS.
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12/
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Why it happened
The cause of the failure has been identified by the CPP OEM. A broken oil line within the shaft to
the propeller hub exposed the ahead pitch chamber to high pressure oil. The pitch changed rapidly
to the ahead position leading to the drive off.
Failure to full pitch was recognized as a potential cause leading to a loss of position. This was
identified and embedded in the ASOG. Mitigation of this potential required intervention by the DPO
to recognize and intervene to prevent loss of position.
Observations




There was an over reliance on operator intervention to mitigate a critical failure effect.
The DPO did not react in the expected manner
Critical data from the loggers on the DP System was not captured. Capture of this data is time
sensitive.

NOTE:- The root cause for the failure of the pipes has not yet been established. The investigation
into this aspect is ongoing.

What investigation steps were carried out?
1.
2.

The DP event log was reviewed
Discussions were held with the following key crew members and timelines obtained:
a. Master
b. Chief Engineer
c. DPO on the desk at the time of the incident
d. SDPO off the desk at the time of the incident
3. Rough DP log book reviewed
4. DP checklist reviewed
5. Pre-dive checklist reviewed
6. Inspection of main engine / gearbox carried out
7. Oil sample records for CPP checked (last sample July 2017)
8. Oil filling records for CPP checked - no oil added
9. Propeller shaft/hub strip down observed
10. Testing of the effects of propeller system failures witnessed including command and feedback
wire-breaks.
NOTE: - Instructions were given to capture time sensitive data from the DP loggers. This was not
accomplished. Data was overwritten:
 The lack of data did not impede the identification of the causal and contributory factors.
 The regret from the lack of the data was the ability to substantiate the response of the
DP control system.

MTS DP COMMITTEE THANKS THE SUBMITTER OF THIS LFI ON BEHALF OF THE DP
COMMUNITY. LFIs ARE PUBLISHED ON THE MTS DP COMMITTEE WEBSITE TO PROMULGATE
LEARNINGS FROM INCIDENTS WITH A VIEW TO ENABLE PROACTIVE MANAGEMENT OF SUCH
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What was focused on





Equipment – Fail Safe Condition of Thrusters
People and Processes (including Procedures)
Alarms / logs / checklists
Management Of Change

Rationale for Focus Areas





The failure effect was not in compliance with rules and guidelines
Had the failure mode been considered in DP FMEA and Proving Trials?
Reaction of personnel to the failure effect, understanding of what was occurring.
User configurable settings were considered to be a contributory factor.

What was the outcome?






The cause has been identified as a mechanical failure within the hydraulic system
Analysis of the control system in the FMEA was limited to command and feedback wire breaks
and power failure. It did not address all possible failure modes that could have this effect.
Testing revealed the pitch scaling in the control systems for the two CPPs were significantly
different.
 While this may have not prevented the incident, it could have potentially limited the
excursion / excursion rate.
 This was identified as a contributory factor and an area with significant potential for
improvement.
Undue reliance on operator intervention and human performance to address a failure effect.
with high potential consequences leads to unpredictable and undesired outcomes.
 Further efforts to be undertaken to evaluate potential to design the hazard out.
 Additional emphasis on training, familiarization and drills.

Confidence level on outcomes
HIGH

Basis of confidence
The propeller OEM’s report indicates that the mechanical failure in the hydraulic system, within the
propeller shaft, was the cause of the blades moving to the full pitch position. Discussions with
stakeholders’ technical experts concluded that this was a plausible explanation.

MTS DP COMMITTEE THANKS THE SUBMITTER OF THIS LFI ON BEHALF OF THE DP
COMMUNITY. LFIs ARE PUBLISHED ON THE MTS DP COMMITTEE WEBSITE TO PROMULGATE
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Lessons learned
Current industry practice to analyse and prove the fail-safe condition of thrusters falls short of
achieving the objectives in established industry guidance and classification society rules.
 Verification and Validation Processes for the Fail-Safe Condition of Thrusters needs to be
more robust.
 The effectiveness of MOC processes must be validated
 Activities to undertake self-assurance must be in place. (Undue reliance should not be
placed on Charterer’s 3rd party assurance)- ( Example for assurance activities attached as
appendix)
 Reliance on Operator Intervention and Human Performance is not a reliable method of limiting
the severity of a drive off.
 Data capture following an incident is key. Procedures with sufficient level of detail must be
developed and implemented. Training in execution should be provided to personnel key to the
delivery of DP operations.

Recommendations
Vessel owner(s) should evaluate their vessels to establish whether they are vulnerable to this type
of failure. In particular, they should review the design of their thruster control systems and any
associated protective functions to determine whether they address all possible failure modes leading
to failure effects that produce significant quantities of unwanted thrust in both magnitude and
direction.

Short term remedial actions
 Verify DP operator familiarity with procedures and response capability to identify and address
unwanted thrust through documented drills and exercises.
 Seek ways to relieve the cognitive burden on the DPO.
 Place additional emphasis on awareness of this issue through ASOGs, vessel specific
procedures and Master’s standing orders etc.
 Developed verification and validation process for addressing configurable settings and
performance of equipment. ( Attached as appendix)

Medium term remedial actions
Engage with manufacturers, DP FMEA providers and classification societies to ascertain and
establish that verification and validation processes are adequate to satisfy requirements to prove
the fail-safe condition of thrusters.

Long term remedial actions
Engage with relevant stakeholder to seek ways to eliminate this hazard (unwanted thrust) by
design.
NOTE:- There appears to be growing consensus that the fail-safe condition for thrusters while on
DP should be to fail to Zero Thrust.
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Additional notes
IMO, classification societies and industry bodies all have clear requirements that thrusters should
fail safe as follows:




IMO 1580 Section 3.3.5 ‘Failure of a thruster system including pitch, azimuth and/or speed
control, should not cause an increase in thrust magnitude or change in thrust direction.’
ABS Guide for Dynamic Positioning Systems. Feb 2016, Section 4, Thruster System, Part 3
Thruster Capacity, ‘a single fault in the thruster system, including pitch, azimuth or speed
control, is not to result in unintended operation of pitch, speed and direction.’
DNVGL-RU-SHIP July 2017, Part 6, Chapter 3, Section 1, 7.3.3, ‘A single failure in the thruster
control system should neither cause significant increase in thrust output nor make the thruster
rotate.’

Note:
1.

2.

The most recent rule references have been provided above but the same requirements date
back to at least 1994 in IMO MSC 645. The DP incident report record suggests these
requirements are not being satisfied by current industry practice.
This approach should be applied to rudders, if used for DP, where rudders could fail in a
manner that produces unwanted thrust direction.

LFI Tool - Results breakdown
The MTS LFI tool produces a breakdown of the causal and contributory factors in the incident as
defined within the four criteria of Design, Operations, People and Process. The results in the chart
below suggest that deficiencies in equipment ‘design’ and their associated verification ‘processes’
had the most significant contribution. Although ‘people’ also featured in the results, lessons learned
from this and similar incidents confirm that operators may not act in a predicable manner during a
developing DP incident and methods should be sought to eliminate this hazard through design.

Causal and contributory factors
Design
11
Operations
1
People
7
Process
7

Results Breakdown
Design

27%
42%

Operations
People
Process

27%
4%
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Design sub topics
 Ergonomics was not a causal or contributory factor
 Commonality was not a causal or contributory factor
 External Interfaces were not a causal or contributory factor
The above design sub topics have been found to be causal or contributory factors in many learning
from incidents and are thus highlighted separately.

MTS DP COMMITTEE THANKS THE SUBMITTER OF THIS LFI ON BEHALF OF THE DP
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Addendum to LFI 2017-3
EXAMPLE VERIFICATION ACTIVITIES FOR FAIL SAFE CONDITION OF
THRUSTERS

PURPOSE OF ADDENDUM: This document outlines an example verification process to address self-assurance activities for
fail safe condition of thrusters. This may be used to document and make available the outcome
of verification activities.
BACKGROUND: THRUSTER FAIL-SAFE REQUIREMENTS:

IMO, classification societies and industry bodies all have clear requirements that
thrusters should fail safe as follows:
•

•

•

IMO 1580 Section 3.3.5 ‘Failure of a thruster system including pitch, azimuth
and/or speed control, should not cause an increase in thrust magnitude or
change in thrust direction.’
ABS Guide for Dynamic Positioning Systems. Feb 2016, Section 4, Thruster
System, Part 3 Thruster Capacity,
‘A single fault in the thruster system, including pitch, azimuth or speed control, is
not to result in unintended operation of pitch, speed and direction.’
DNVGL-RU-SHIP July 2017, Part 6, Chapter 3, Section 1, 7.3.3, ‘A single failure
in the thruster control system should neither cause significant increase in thrust
output nor make the thruster rotate.’

NOTE:



The most recent rule references have been provided above but the same
requirements date back to at least 1994 in IMO MSC 645.
The requirements to prevent unwanted thrust direction also apply to rudders.

VERIFICATION
The following Information pertinent to the fail-safe condition of thrusters is documented.
•
•

Documented evidence of verification activities in a suggested format.
Statement of Verification.

DOCUMENTED EVIDENCE OF VERIFICATION ACTIVITIES
Complete tables below:

1

For Each Azimuthing Thruster
Ahead

Port

Starboard

Astern

Confirm mechanical zero and
electrical zero align – Then
confirm azimuth angle at DP
and all other indicators.
Confirm angle by observation
of thruster wash
Pump 1

Pump 2

Pump 1 & 2

Record turning speed CW for
Time for 360°
Record turning speed CCW
Time for 360°
For Each Fixed Pitch Propeller
Motor
current
(%)

Motor
current (A)

Motor
Speed
(RPM)

Motor
Speed (%)

Set manual Levers to 100%
Forward – Record Motor
current and RPM
Set manual Levers to 100%
Reverse (where available) –
Record Motor Current and
RPM
Using manual levers record
ramp time from 0 to 100%
Note ramp time for ramp
100% to 0
Confirm thrust direction by
observation of thruster wash
Thrust Allocation - Excursion on Change of Allocation Mode
For vessels with the potential to use different thrust allocation modes such as Bias and
Free, orient the vessel beam on to the prevailing conditions and provoke a change of
thrust allocation mode. Record the maximum position and heading excursion.
For Vessels with Variable Speed / CPPs (‘Combinator Mode’), clear statement to be
provided whether DP operations are to be carried out with fixed speed or variable speed.
DP documentation to be provided substantiating stable DP capability (footprint plots,
statement from OEM that vessel is tuned and stable station keeping ability has been
validated etc.) if variable speed is permitted for DP station keeping.

2

For Main Engine Driven CPPs – Including Combinators
Item

Description

Port ME
Ahead

Stbd ME
Ahead

Port ME
Astern

Stbd ME
Astern

Load and speed
settings (ahead and
astern)

Load settings on the
engine will be tested,
verified and
documented.

(kW, RPM)

(kW, RPM)

(kW, RPM)

(kW, RPM)

Pitch stroke setting

Pitch stroke setting to
be measured and
documented

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Full Ahead / Full
Astern (Pitch Stroke
vs ME Load)

ME loads at Full
Ahead and Full
Astern to be
documented

(%, kW, RPM)

(%, kW, RPM)

(%, kW, RPM)

(%, kW, RPM)

Mid-range ahead and
astern (pitch stroke
vs ME loads

ME loads at midpitch stroke to be
documented

(%, kW, RPM)

(%, kW, RPM)

(%, kW, RPM)

(%, kW, RPM)

Zero pitch stroke vs
ME loads

ME load at Zero pitch
stroke to be
documented

Vibration

Subjective test to
document vibrations
when main props are
full ahead and full
astern

Verify configurable
settings in ECR on
main prop for
alignment with ASOG

Verify settings are as
demonstrated and
documented at tests.

(%, kW, RPM)

(%, kW, RPM)

(Vibration)

(Vibration)

(Vibration)

(Vibration)

(%, kW, RPM)

(%, kW, RPM)

(%, kW, RPM)

(%, kW, RPM)

3

Remarks

For Electrically Driven CPPs – Including Combinators
Item
Load settings

Pitch stroke setting

Port CPP
Ahead

Stbd CPP
Ahead

Port CPP
Astern

Port CPP
Astern

Settings to be
verified and
documented

(kW, A, RPM)

(kW, A, RPM)

(kW, A, RPM)

(kW, A, RPM)

Settings to be
verified and
documented

(%)

(%)

(%)

(%)

Description

Full Ahead / Full
Astern (Pitch
Stroke vs motor
Load & Speed)

Motor load,
current, speed
and pitch stroke
at full ahead
and full astern

(%, kW, A, RPM)

(%, kW, A, RPM)

(%, kW, A, RPM)

(%, kW, A, RPM)

Mid-range ahead
and astern (pitch
stroke vs motor
load and Speed

Motor load,
current, speed
and pitch stroke
at Mid Stroke

(%, kW, A, RPM)

(%, kW, A, RPM)

(%, kW, A, RPM)

(%, kW, A, RPM)

Zero pitch stroke
vs motor load &
Speed

Motor load,
current, speed
and pitch stroke
at Zero Pitch

Vibration

Document
vibrations when
props are full
ahead and full
astern

Verify configurable
settings on props
for alignment with
ASOG

Verify settings
are as
demonstrated at
tests.

(%, kW, A, RPM)

(Vibration)

(%, kW, A, RPM)

(Vibration)

(%, kW, A, RPM)
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(%, kW, A, RPM)

(Vibration)

(%, kW, A, RPM)

(Vibration)

(%, kW, A, RPM)

Remarks

STATEMENT OF VERIFICATION
Vessel Owner/Manager may issue Statement of Verification as below:
Vessel Owner/Manager states that vessel’s documentation (DP FMEA and Proving Trials)
identifies through analysis, and verifies and validates through documented testing, the fail-safe
condition of thrusters, for all potential failure modes. Vessels documents contain the level of
detail necessary to:
•

Provide Crew with a clear understanding of the fail-safe condition of thrusters.

•

Develop detailed procedures to identify and mitigate against unwanted thrust (magnitude
and direction).
• Verify and validate appropriate configurable settings.
• Demonstrate resilience to the potential for loss of position due to unwanted thrust
minimizing the need for operator intervention.

•

Clearly identify failure modes where rapid identification and operator intervention is
required to respond to unwanted thrust including:
• Means of Identification of unwanted thrust.
• Operator response to unwanted thrust.

•

Develop credible and effective training drills and exercises (Training / Drills and Exercises
to be documented for all DP personnel)

NOTES:
 The Statement of Verification is substantiated with the documented verification of the
activities mentioned above following submittals.
• Reference to unwanted thrust means thrust magnitude and direction.
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GUIDANCE FOR PERTINENT INFORMATION IN FMEAs / PROVING
TRIALS: Vessel Owners/Managers will:
•

Review the DP system FMEA to identify any documented failure modes which can lead to
unwanted thrust from propellers / thrusters.

•

Ensure that any existing protective functions have been successfully tested (FMEA Proving
Trials) and are tested on an ongoing basis (Annual DP Trials).

•

Review the propulsion design of vessels to identify any system with the potential to cause
unwanted thrust leading to a loss of position. For example, thrusters or propellers of a variable
pitch design have historically proven more susceptible to hydraulic or mechanical failures
leading to unwanted thrust. Main propellers which can develop a substantial amount of thrust
in a short period of time, in a thruster configuration with limited ability to generate counter
thrust, present a higher potential risk (e.g. vessel with fixed main propellers and tunnel
thrusters).

•

Ensure that documented procedures are in place for testing of thruster / propeller emergency
stops at intervals not exceeding 3 months or as stipulated in the ASOG (whichever is the
lower duration).

6

GUIDANCE OF DP
RESPONSE ACTION:

OPERATOR

MANUALS

AND

EMERGENCY

DP OPERATOR MANUALS AND EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTIONS: –
Manuals and Emergency response actions should be reviewed to assess whether response to
unwanted thrust is addressed with an adequate level of detail in procedures to aid identification
and response, including:
•
•

Set up of screens and other user interfaces.
Recognition of, and response required, to alarms and indicators.
• Immediate response and communication protocols to limit consequence of failure.
• Emphasis for immediate response explicitly stated.

NOTEs:
1.

2.

3.

Identify and document (DP Operations Manual) the means by which unwanted thrust is
detected by the DP control system and the means by which the DP operator is alerted to the
situation (e.g. prediction errors, set point feedback error, thruster control warnings). Identify
the optimum set up of graphic user interfaces (e.g. pages, windows of the DP control / vessel
control systems) which will give the DP operator prompt and clear warning of unwanted thrust.
Identify and document (in DP Operations Manual, Emergency Procedures Manual as
appropriate) the actions to be taken by the DP Operator on recognizing unwanted thrust in
order to prevent loss of position.
Document (DP Operations Manual) the procedures in place to ensure that all DPOs are
aware of the potential for unwanted thrust, the warnings and indications specific to that DP
control system and thruster system, and the actions to be taken in the event of unwanted
thrust (e.g. activate emergency-stop).

TRAINING DRILLS AND EXERCISES
Vessel specific training will be developed, provided and documented for personnel operating
the DP and Thruster Control systems.
•
•

Documented familiarization and demonstration of response at drills and exercise.
‘Touch Drills’ to be demonstrated if requested - Responses to be timed.

NOTE:
DPOs should actively participate in practical training (live drills and touch drills as appropriate)
for such a scenario. Such training and familiarization should be recorded.
ASOG IMPLEMENTATION
ASOGs (or equivalent e.g. WSOG, WSOC, ASOP etc.) to have clear statements in title block
addressing:
•
•
•
•

Vulnerability.
Set up of screens (and other GUI) for rapid recognition of unwanted thrust.
Requirements for documented drills and exercises.
Configuration section and Addendum to Check List to contain specific verbiage addressing
the above.
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Roles and
Responsibilities
Vessel Owner
and Manager

Categorization of
vessel
Self-assessment
and
categorization of
each vessel as
highest risk or
high risk

Document
Review
Ensure failsafe of
thrusters is
covered in
FMEA and
proving
trials.

Procedural Review
Ensure suitable
level of detail in
DP operations
manual,
standing orders
and emergency
response
procedures as
appropriate.

Verification and
Validation
Ensure V
and V
activities are
undertaken
and
documented
per proforma
table

Training and
Familiarization
Drills and
Exercises
Process in
Place

ASOG
Implementation
Comprehension
of ASOG
requirements

In service
Periodic
reinforce
ment

A method by which vessel operators can communicate compliance is provided in the form of the checklist below which is to be
completed and signed by the vessel operator.
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VESSEL OPERATOR – STATEMENT OF VERIFICATION
Vessel Operator:
Vessel Name:

Documented evidence in the prescribed format provided on thruster.
Anomalies if any explained with substantiating documentation
including evidence through trials.
Verification and Validation activities have been undertaken and
documented as per proforma tables provided.
The means by which unwanted thrust is detected by the DP control
system and the means by which the DP operator is alerted to the
situation (e.g. prediction errors, set point feedback error, thruster
control warnings) have been identified. The optimum set up of
graphic user interfaces (e.g. pages, windows of the DP control /
vessel control systems) which will give the DP operator prompt and
clear warning of unwanted thrust has been identified.
Documented procedures are in place to ensure that all DPOs are
familiarized with the indications of unwanted thrust (from DP operator
station and other systems as appropriate) and understand the actions
to be taken to prevent loss of position including activating the
emergency stop for a faulty thruster / propeller. DPOs participate in
active training in such scenarios and such training is recorded.
Documented procedures are in place to ensure testing of the thruster
/ propeller emergency stops from the DP control station at intervals
not exceeding 3 months or as stipulated in the ASOG (whichever is
the lower duration). Such testing is recorded.
Any existing ASOG for the vessel has been reviewed to include
information regarding the potential for unwanted thrust and the
actions to be taken to mitigate such occurrences.

Verification completed by (name)
Verification completed (date)
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